“I CAN” list 10 careers in Manufacturing.
“I CAN” state the differences between past and present methods of manufacturing.
“I CAN” identify a variety of systems, methods, and materials used for building manufacturing technology.
“I CAN” demonstrate on worksheets and measuring various objects how to measure using Conventional measuring system and the metric measuring system.
“I CAN” demonstrate how to operate power machines safely.
“I CAN” list the steps of the design process.
“I CAN” identify and classify a problem.
“I CAN” list different Forming processes.
“I CAN” list different assembling processes.
“I CAN” list different Finishing processes.
“I CAN” list different steps in a production sequence.
“I CAN” demonstrate knowledge of the safety rules by earning a 100% on all written safety tests.
“I CAN” demonstrate proper techniques for use in operation of basic equipment by using equipment and following the safety rules while under the supervision of a trained professional.
“I CAN” list the different production systems.
“I CAN” actively participate in the continuous production system.
“I CAN” list marketing techniques on a written test.
“I CAN” match all manufacturing vocabulary with their correct definitions on written test.